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Water Dynamics in Plant ProductionCABI Publishing, 2003


	The source of life is water. Life began in the

	oceans, which represent the largest stock of water

	on Earth. Much less water is stored below the land

	surface in the form of fresh groundwater, amounting

	to not quite 0.8% of the earth’s total water

	reserves, while lakes and rivers combined only

	contribute a further...
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Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PCApress, 2007
MythTV is a powerful open source personal video recorder (PVR) application that runs on Linux. Developed for several years by volunteers, it offers a stable and extensible platform for automating all of the things you would expect from a PVR, and much more.
Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PC takes a project-based...
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Neural Network Programming with JavaPackt Publishing, 2016

	Create and unleash the power of neural networks by implementing professional Java code


	About This Book

	
		Learn to build amazing projects using neural networks including forecasting the weather and pattern recognition
	
		Explore the Java multi-platform feature to run your personal neural...
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Angular 6 for Enterprise-Ready Web Applications: Deliver production-ready and cloud-scale Angular web appsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		A hands-on guide with a minimalist and flexible approach that enables quick learning and rapid delivery of cloud-ready enterprise applications with Angular 6

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore tools and techniques to push your web app to the next level
	
			Master Angular app design and...
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A Word to the Wise: Traditional Advice and Old Country WaysDover Publications, 2019

	
		If you've ever wondered whether carrots improve your vision (they do) and why elephants have great memories, consult A Word to the Wise. You'll discover that it's never too late to learn from a proverb or an old wives' tale. This captivating book is a fascinating compilation of age-old expressions and...
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Global Warming - Myth or Reality?: The Erring Ways of Climatology (Springer Praxis Books / Environmental Sciences)Springer, 2005
In the global-warming debate, definitive answers to questions about ultimate causes and effects remain elusive. In Global Warming: Myth or Reality?, Marcel Leroux seeks to separate fact from fiction in this critical debate from a climatological perspective. Beginning with a review of the dire hypotheses for climate trends, the author describes the...
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Cloud and Precipitation Microphysics: Principles and ParameterizationsCambridge University Press, 2009
This book focuses specifically on bin and bulk parameterizations for the prediction of cloud and precipitation at various scales - the cloud scale, mesoscale, synoptic scale, and the global climate scale. It provides a background to the fundamental principles of parameterization physics, including processes involved in the production of clouds, ice...
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Core Data iOS EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2011

	Since its invention, iPhone has been inspiring developers around the world to develop applications for it. Several applications can be built for iPhone, which include Web applications, Native iPhone applications, Games, Weather, News applications, Data driven applications, and so on.


	Looking at the huge demand of developing data...
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Web Client Programming with PerlO'Reilly, 1997

	If you've ever wanted to learn more about Web protocols so you could build custom client-side tools to automate tasks--or just so you have a better understanding of what's happening behind the scenes--then Web Client Programming with Perl is the book for you. Wong explains HTTP (Hypertext Transfer Protocol) requests and...
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Rethinking the Internet of Things: A Scalable Approach to Connecting EverythingApress, 2013

	Apress is proud to announce that Rethinking the Internet of Things was a 2014 Jolt Award Finalist, the highest honor for a programming book. And the amazing part is that there is no code in the book.


	Over the next decade, most devices connected to the Internet will not be used by people in the familiar way that personal...
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Principles of Environmental Physics, Fourth Edition: Plants, Animals, and the AtmosphereAcademic Press, 2013

	Principles of Environmental Physics: Plants, Animals, and the Atmosphere, 4e, provides a basis for understanding the complex physical interactions of plants and animals with their natural environment. It is the essential reference to provide environmental and ecological scientists and researchers with the physical principles, analytic...
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Web Security, Privacy and Commerce, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2002
The [bookmark: idx1]World Wide Web has changed our world. More than half the people in the United States now use the Web on a regular basis. We use it to read today's news, to check tomorrow's weather, and to search for events that have happened in the distant past. And increasingly, the Web is the focus of the 21st century...
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